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Insights from Customer Experiences 
 
There has never been a filter media as easy to care for as FilterBalls. The high technology fibers are not 
only lightweight but they operate at much lower pressures in your sand housing and provide superior 
filtration for crystal clear and healthier water. With dramatically lower pressures in operations come 
benefits you may not realize. In fact, we’d like sharing some insights our customers have experienced 
when using FilterBalls. Some of these learnings run counter to the assumptions pool owners make every 
day. We will be sharing these challenging cases so you are assured that FilterBalls are the best media for 
every pool. .   
In this update, we will cover variable and two speed pumps, heaters, salt generators, backwashing and 
the use of flocculants and clarifiers. 
 
1. Variable and two speed pumps.  
A new customer installed FilterBalls in her pool equipped with a variable speed pump. Her pool would 
not clear so she called our technical support hotline. Once we learned she had a variable speed pump 
and did not change the settings after switching from sand to FilterBalls, the solution was simple; reduce 
the pump speed to a low setting.  Within hours her pool cleared with crystal clear water. 
What happened? Most pool owners and many pool retailers believe that more horsepower and high 
pump speeds are better for filtration.   Pool operators may conclude that with the high resistance (head 
loss) that comes with sand, more power is better.  However, more horse power and higher pump speeds 
(rpms) does not translate to better filtration with any media; be it cartridges, DE or sand, and especially 
not with low head pressure and efficient FilterBalls media. 
With FilterBalls, there is reduced pressure in the filter housing; an improperly sized pump operating at 
full speed can literally blow the dirt off the media and back to the pool. The increased velocities can 
create channeling or bypass as water and dirt find paths that avoid filter media. You are also wasting 
money consuming more energy than needed. So save money on your electric bill and keep the flow 
within the filter housing manufacturers recommended flow rates. 
 
2. Heaters and Salt Generators. 
At a pool industry round table discussion with several top pool supply manufacturers, we stated that: 

 “FilterBalls yield the best results with less power and low settings on variable speed pumps or two 
speed pumps.”  

A heat pump manufacturer argued that heaters and salt generators require a minimum flow rate and 
don’t work on low pump settings.  
Well guess what?  FilterBalls delivers high flows with less power.  In fact, the flow rates with FilterBalls 
running at low rpm settings often surpass the flow rates of sand or Zeolite on high pump settings. Why? 
FilterBalls have little resistance, so flow actually increases. So you should observe the same or better 
flow on low pump settings when you switch to FilterBalls.  So, with FilterBalls installed, you will enjoy 
the energy savings while your pool heater or salt generator system continues to operate within the 
manufacturers parameters. 
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3. Backwashing 
Our customers notice two immediate differences when they change over from sand to FilterBalls:  

1. Less frequent backwashing 
2. Backwashing at lower pressure thresholds. 

Less Frequency. You back wash less frequently because FilterBalls capture dirt throughout the entire 
media bed compared to sand. Sand only filters in the top few inches of the bed. You notice this when 
you change out your sand as the dirt captured resides on top (gray zone)and the remainder of the sand 
bed stays free of dirt. 
Because the full media’s bed depth is used for filtration with FilterBalls, FilterBalls hold much more dirt 
than sand. In fact independent laboratory tests have concluded that FilterBalls will hold over 20 times 
the dirt as sand! Many customers tell us that they now backwash just once a season compares to once 
every two weeks with sand. 
Lower Pressure Thresholds. Most industry experts recommend to follow a rule of thumb to backwash 
sand once the pressure displayed on your pressure gauge is 8-10 psi over the starting level. Some will 
wait until 20 psi or greater. The pool operator should take note that FilterBalls begin with much lower 
pressures when first installed. In the case of above ground pools the difference can be as much or in 
excess of 10 psi; For example, the pressure gauge may register 2 psi with FilterBalls vs. 12 psi with sand.  
FilterBalls will initiate backwashing once pressure rises by 6 psi. Thusly the backwash threshold is 
reached at an even lower pressure than sand, all along holding 20 times the dirt load. What is the big 
deal?  Lower pressure means less wear and tear on your pool system equipment; your pump motor, seals 
and impeller will last longer, as will control valves, chlorinator probes, and other wearable parts. 
 
4. Flocculants and Clarifiers. 
Flocculants and Clarifiers are popular tools for removing very small particulates in the water. These 
chemicals work by binding small particles of dirt together forming larger particles that sand can finally 
filter. Many pool owners will use them as regular practice during pool openings to clean the water 
quickly.  One drawback to these products is that chemicals do need to be used to remove these additives 
from any filter media as they can have the effect of “blinding off” the filter media rendering the media 
less effective. Non-foaming filter cleaning agents and backwashing are recommended shortly after the 
clarifiers are applied (usually 24 to 48 hours after application). At minimum a non-foaming filter cleaning 
agent should be used prior to initiating the next backwashing cycle. 
Chemical cleaners are another area where FilterBalls will save you money. FilterBalls have superior 
filtration characteristics compared to sand. While sand can filter particulates as small as 30 microns, 
FilterBalls work by filtering out particles as small as 5 or 15 microns.  Just let FilterBalls do their magic 
without chemicals at start-up, you may not need to use the clarifying agents after all.  Allow some time, 
e.g., 48 hours, for the FilterBalls to work before resorting to more costly chemicals.  If you do use 
clarifying agents with FilterBalls, we recommend following the manufacturers instructions by using a 
standard non-foaming cleaning agent for your filter media 24 to 48 hours after the clarifier have been 
applied.  Save money on chemicals with the benefits of FilterBalls superior filtration and lower energy 
consuming requirements.    
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